Abstract-In this paper, we present and verify methods for developing robust, high-level policies for metastable (i.e., rarely falling) rough-terrain robot walking. We focus on simultaneously addressing the important, real-world challenges of (1) use of a tractable mesh, to avoid the curse of dimensionality and (2) maintaining near-optimal performance that is robust to uncertainties. Toward our first goal, we present an improved meshing technique, which captures the step-to-step dynamics of robot walking as a discrete-time Markov chain with a small number of points. We keep our methods and analysis generic, and illustrate robustness by quantifying the stability of resulting control policies derived through our methods. To demonstrate our approach, we focus on the challenge of optimally switching among a finite set of low-level controllers for underactuated, rough-terrain walking. Via appropriate meshing techniques, we see that even terrain-blind switching between multiple controllers increases the stability of the robot, while lookahead (terrain information) makes this improvement dramatic. We deal with both noise on the lookahead information and on the state of the robot. These two robustness requirements are essential for our methods to be applicable to real high-DOF robots, which is the primary motivation of the authors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Legged robots may potentially replace or assist humans in tasks involving difficult and/or dangerous environments not suitable for wheels, but where mobility is essential. As highly dynamic solutions to legged mobility, both hopping/running robots [16] and passive dynamic inspired bipeds [10] have been extensively researched and demonstrated. Stability is a major concern for such robots, and one aspect of performance that has not been widely studied is the optimal use of upcoming terrain information. Instead, work to date has typically focused either on remaining robust when blind to upcoming terrain [15, 13] or on achieving particular footstep lengths [7] , without more generally addressing the issue of planning on partly-known terrain. A major reason such control problems are not yet adequately addressed in robotics, we argue, is the need for better methods to model legged systems and to quantify their stability. In this work, we present new methods to represent a high-dimensional, nonlinear dynamic system with a relatively small mesh and robustly employ the resulting meshes to optimize high-level policies for highly reliable (metastable) walking. We also apply these robust policies derived through meshing to the problem of walking with noisy terrain knowledge as a case example.
Demonstrations of stable limit cycles for passive walkers [10] have motivated the development of underactuated dynamic powered walkers. One approach in control of such walkers is to minimize energy use [4, 2, 5] . However, optimizing for energetics often results in poor stability on rough terrain; such methods lack sufficient robustness. To plan on terrain with limited footholds, Zero Moment Point (ZMP) planning has become very popular. Here, walking motions are planned deliberately to avoid underactuation [23, 21, 14] . While very prominent in humanoid walking research, this approach often results in slow and inefficient walking, motivating many researchers to focus on improving robustness for dynamic walking solutions that more closely resemble human walking. One notable control method for dynamic walking is the Hybrid Zero Dynamics (HZD) approach [24, 25] , which has been shown to be successful on a boom-mounted robot and is currently being tested on a 3D robot [6] .
Recent work on underactuated bipeds has demonstrated tractable strategies for switching among multiple controllers to cope with rough terrain [19, 13] . A blind (to the terrain information) finite-state machine approach has been shown to increase robustness greatly [13] , and switching control based on a one-step lookahead to the terrain slope is shown to be advantageous [19] . While robustness to unexpected (blind) perturbations is definitely useful, lookahead knowledge should also be used if it can improve performance. Our intuition and experience tells us that when we walk blindly, we are not as safe, comfortable, fast, or efficient as in sighted walking. Our work aims to quantify this perhaps obvious intuition more scientifically. In this work, we argue through modeling that sighted walking is dramatically better than optimal state-based switching with blind walking. However, the main focus will be on demonstrating robustness of our modeling, which is needed for our methods to be applicable to an experimental robot.
Although our goal is to keep our methods and results generic for all legged robots, the ideas will be illustrated on a planar, five-link, underactuated biped in this paper. We will assume there are qualitatively different low-level controllers, which might be designed using different control schemes. What is important is that they should behave differently and that we can make use of all of them effectively. We then mesh the state space to approximate hybrid dynamics in discontinuous time. Our algorithm differs from many others by being deterministic as opposed to being random as in [9] . To come up with high-level walking policies, we use dynamic programming. In this sense, our methods are aimed in particular at a machinelearning framework, which is shown to be useful for bipedal locomotion research [11, 12, 22, 26] .
In addition to our particular results on sighted walking presented in [19] , key contributions of this work include (1) new methods for tractable meshing of high dimensional (10D) dynamics, (2) techniques for improving policy robustness, and (3) quantifying the validity of both our meshing and the resulting policy. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. II describes our problem statement and walking model, followed by a brief description of low-level controllers in III. Sections IV and V describe our meshing methods and value iteration algorithm, respectively, and VI investigates robustness. Finally, conclusions and comments on applicability and future work are presented in VII,and VIII.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MODEL Consider a legged robot that is walking, running, and/or hopping. Furthermore, assume there are multiple controllers available, each having advantages and disadvantages under different circumstances. Each of them might be obtained by different methods, and/or optimal for different cost functions. The problem we address is: How can the robot optimally switch among them?
We will consider biped walking, and our concern will be stability. There will be three controllers, designed for flat, downhill, and uphill grounds. Both state and noisy information about the terrain ahead will be available to the controller. The goal is to find a robust, near-optimal control policy.
A. Model
The analysis in this paper will be carried out with a 5-link biped as shown in Depending on the number of legs in contact with the ground, the robot will be either in the single or double support phase. Walking consists of these two phases in sequence. The single support phase has continuous dynamics, which can be derived in the following canonical form using a Lagrangian approach.
where u is the input. As the robot has point feet, the double support phase can be well captured as an impact event.
where x − and x + are the states just before and after the impact respectively. Conservation of energy and the principle of virtual work gives the mapping ∆ [25] , [8] .
III. CONTROL
In this paper, we propose a general framework that is independent of the structure of the controllers. We anticipate that the same ideas will apply when different control schemes are used. However, we will still provide a short explanation of the particular input-output feedback linearizing controller design used in this work, which is taken from [19] .
One challenge for the control of bipedal locomotion is underactuation: q is 5-dimensional, whereas u is 4-dimensional. The latter suggests selecting 4 variables to be controlled, which we name as q c .
Other definitions for q c are possible, but this choice is verified to work well. Then, adopting an input u in the following form
where E = 
The way v is controlled is a matter of choice. Here, we use the sliding mode controller (SMC) scheme as explained in [17] for finite time convergence. The error is defined by e = q c − q re f c .
And generalized error is given as
Then v in (4) can be chosen to be
Below is the list of controller parameters used, which were obtained by trial and error. For space considerations, we refer interested readers to the appendix of [20] for an explanation of these parameters. 
In this study, we will obtain different controllers using the same controller parameters, but different references. All references are piece-wise constant and time-invariant. Details of reference design are left out, due to space constraints, but qualitatively, each is designed to bias the walker toward suitability for uphill (leaning forward and smaller steps), flat, or downhill (more upright and larger steps) walking. We note that despite these general design goals, heuristic switching among controllers is far from optimal, and optimal policies are not trivial [19] .
IV. MESH
This section describes our meshing method, which uses a distance metric to adjust the total mesh size as desired within the 10D (5 angles and their velocities) state space. We also review theory for estimating the mean steps to failure for the system and provide numerical evidence that our estimation error converges as the mesh resolution improves. Our eventual meshing goals are to create one mesh with a small number of elements for value iteration and to use a much larger mesh as a means of verifying performance (of the sparse mesh policies), since the true dynamics are captured more accurately as meshing resolution increases.
For the rest of the paper, we are interested in states just before the impact. We define a Poincaré section at the transition from single support phase to double support phase, and refer to those 'states just before the impact' simply as states. So, for the rest of the paper, the term 'state' refers to a discrete-time variable for the walking system.
A. Distance Metric
As the distance metric for meshing, we will be using standardized (normalized) Euclidean distance in this study: When a is a vector, and B is a set of vectors (growing in size, during meshing) each with the same dimension as a, the distance of a from B is calculated as
where r i is the standard deviation of b i elements. In addition, the closest point in B to a is given by
B. Terrain Profile
We will assume the terrain profile is angular, i.e., that it consists of slopes, noted by γ. The slope ahead only changes at impacts; i.e., it remains constant until the next step. This terrain assumption captures the fact that to calculate the preimpact state, the terrain for each step can simply be interpreted as a ramp with the appropriate slope. Our general method is still applicable to more complicated terrain models, and we note briefly that the most important modeling detail for future work is to consider vertical (tripping) obstacles in between the footholds.
For our piecewise-sloped terrain profile model, the next state of the robot, x[n + 1], is a function of the current state x[n], the slope ahead γ[n], and the controller used ζ [n], i.e.
C. Methodology
Consider a slope set, S, and a controller set, Z. Two key goals in meshing are: First, we want to have a set of states, Y , which well covers the (reachable) part of the state space the robot visits. Secondly, we want to learn what h t (y, s, ζ ) is for all y ∈ Y , s ∈ S, and ζ ∈ Z. To achieve these, we must first select what the controller set and slope set are. The controller set, Z, consists of the controllers designed and available to the robot. In this paper, we have a controller set with three controllers.
As the slope set, S, we begin by considering all the integer values from -8 up to 8, in degrees.
The difference between γ and s is that s must be in the slope set S for the learned policy, whereas the actual slope ahead, γ, might be any real value. The range and density of the slope set can be chosen depending on the controllers' performance, and on the robot. Also, the slope set does not have to be evenly spaced, it may be denser around slopes of particular interest. As we increase the density of the slope set, we are able to capture the dynamics more accurately at the expense of higher numbers of points in the final mesh, Y .
Next, an initial mesh, Y i , should be chosen. In this study, we use an initial mesh consisting of only two points. One of these points (y 1 ) represents all (conservatively defined) failure states, no matter how the robot failed, e.g. a foot slipped, or the torso touched the ground. The other point is the stable fixed point of the robot model when the terrain is flat and only ζ 1 was used. Then the process explained in Algorithm 1 is used. This algorithm is taken directly from [19] , except that the mesh can be grown here in one pass, using only two initial mesh points, due to our distance metric.
D. Deterministic State-Transition Matrix
Recall the step-to-step dynamics of walking are given by (11) and, thanks to the meshing (state-transition map), that we know h t (y, s, ζ ) for all y ∈ Y , s ∈ S, and ζ ∈ Z. We define
where (10) is used, and the superscript a stands for approximation. Then we write the approximate step-to-step dynamics:
After that, the deterministic state transition matrix can be written as (16) is the result of our basic, nearest-neighbor approximation, which appears to work well. More sophisticated approximations are left as a topic for future work and would result with the matrix not just having one or zero elements, but also fractional values in between.
E. Stochastic State-Transition Matrix
The stochastic state-transition matrix T s is defined by
To calculate this matrix, the first thing we need to do is assume a distribution over slope set, noted by P S .
In this paper, we will assume a normal distribution for P S , with mean µ s , and standard deviation σ s .
When only one of the controllers, say ζ i is used (no switching), T s can be calculated as
The definition of T s will always remain the same, but its calculation will be updated when we consider switching between controllers.
F. Mean First Passage Time
As mentioned, we will be illustrating our methods by optimizing stability of bipedal walking in this paper. To measure stability, we will be looking at the average number of steps before falling. The more steps a robot takes on average, the more stable we consider it to be. To describe the average number of steps before falling, we borrow the somewhat misleading term Mean First Passage Time (MFPT) in [3] , which we note actually characterizes average steps (not time) to failure. First, it is assumed that once the robot falls, it stays that way. The failure state, noted by y 1 in this work, is an absorbing state, and it is associated with the largest eigenvalue of T s , λ 1 = 1. When the second-largest eigenvalue, λ 2 , is very close to unity, its corresponding time constant, τ 2 , approximately equals the MFPT:
and the system is considered "metastable", with failures events being both inevitable but also very rare. Thus, the number of steps the robot is going to take on average can be approximated using the stochastic state transition matrix. For space considerations we are skipping further details which can be found in [3] . In this paper, we will use (21) as the basis for the graphs of the following sections.
G. Convergence of the Mesh
Note that the number of points in the final mesh, and the accuracy obtained from (15) with this mesh are inversely related to parameter d thr and directly related to the density of the slope set. We argue that, for a dense enough slope set, as d thr → 0, the accuracy of the mesh, and as a result, the MFPT of the controllers, converges to a result capturing the true, hybrid dynamic system dynamics. For (13), we illustrate convergence numerically by first fixing σ s = 1.5 (deg) and plotting six independently obtained meshes with d thr = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6}. In all plots that follow, each location on the x-axis assumes a different long-term mean in slope, resulting in a different stochastic transition matrix, from (17) . Figure 2 shows the difference in results for d thr = 0.1 (more refined) versus d thr = 0.5 (more coarse). Here, solid lines are associated with d thr = 0.1. Table II shows the convergence. The second row gives the number of points in the mesh, while the third row shows the total area of the difference with d thr = 0.1 plot. V. VALUE ITERATION For the following sections, the d thr = 0.5 mesh, which has 6,126 points, will be used to solve for optimal policies. 
A. Blind Walking
We define policy, π, as the function determining the choice of controller, ζ [n]. It is typical to assume a policy is a function of the state in Markov Decision Processes.
When this policy is applied, the approximate dynamics in (15) will become the following.
In this case, (20) should be also updated as
We then use value iteration [1] to get the optimal policy.
where V is the value, P i j (ζ ) is the probability of transitioning from y i to y j when ζ is used, R( j) is the reward for transitioning to y j , and α is the discount factor, which is chosen to be 0.9. This equation is iterated until convergence to get the optimal policy. Remember that the failure state is y 1 . The value of the failure state will initially be zero, i.e.,
and it will always stay as zero due to the following: the reward for taking a successful step is one, while falling has zero reward.
Note that the reward function we use does not depend on the controller, slope ahead, or current state. Use of more sophisticated reward functions (e.g., considering energy, speed, step width) is a topic of [20] . Substituting (26) and (27) into (25), we obtain
What is left is to write the probability term.
The optimization is done for each µ s ∈ S and σ s = 1.5. Figure 3 presents the results. (21) versus µ s for the mesh obtained via d thr = 0.5. In addition to the three fixed controllers, there are three different policies, which walk "blindly", i.e., they have no information about the next slope ahead. The dark green (top) plot assumes mean is known to the controller, while the other two assume µ s = 0 when deciding the policy. Unlike the other two, the orange (bottom) plot uses only ζ 1 and ζ 2 for optimization. In the light of the performance degradation indicated by this plot, we conclude that use of a third controller, ζ 3 , is very helpful for blind walking.
B. Sighted Walking with One-Step Lookahead
[19] investigates policies obtained using only sight information, without regard for the current state, and shows that this performs very poorly. Next, we consider policies that are functions of both the current state, and the slope ahead, i.e.
In this case, the approximate dynamics in (15) becomes
and T s should also be updated as
To use the one-step lookahead in deriving policy, we will modify the value iteration.
Instead of modifying the value iteration algorithm, we could define a new 11-dimensional state, including the slope in addition. However, (33) makes the analysis of the following parts easier, reduces computational cost, and requires less memory. The probability of 'having s as the slope ahead' and 'transitioning from y i to y j when ζ is used' is simply the multiplication of these two probabilities.
We optimize with µ s = 0 and σ s = 1.5 to get Figure 4 . Noting the logarithmic y-axis, it is clear that sighted walking is significantly better than blind walking, as one might expect. In the sighted walking case, we also found that knowing the mean helps very little, and we correspondingly only present a µ s = 0 plot. We note that not needing to know the long-term mean is a desirable result. 
VI. ROBUSTNESS
Although the results of the previous section seem impressive, for this methodology to be applicable to real-life problems, the policies must also be robust to uncertainties. In this section, we describe several modifications that significantly improve several aspects of policy robustness.
A. Noisy Slope Estimation
We start our study of robustness by considering the addition of noise to slope information. The slope ahead will still be defined by variable s, but the controller will think it is (closest to)s ∈ S, due to the noise l ∈ S. Their relationship will be given bys = max(min(S), min(max(S), s + l)).
The noise will be normally distributed with zero mean and standard deviation σ l . P L (l) will be defined similarly to (18) . In the presence of noise, the policy will be a function ofs, not s.
Then the approximate dynamics (15) will be
The stochastic state-transition matrix must also be updated to consider noise. Figure 5 shows what happens to the policy we obtained in the previous section (orange-top plot), in the presence of σ l = 1 noise (magenta-bottom plot). We lose almost all the improvements gained by switching! To account for noise in the slope information while optimizing, we first rewrite the modified value iteration algorithm.
The equation is essentially the same as (33), except we made clears is available to the controller instead of s. The probability of 'thinkings is the slope ahead' and 'transitioning from y i to y j when ζ is used' is then
where
The green (middle) plot in Fig. 5 is the policy obtained and plotted by assuming σ l = 1. Note that the new policy performs almost as well now with noisy slope information as the original policy did using noise-free data. Not surprisingly, as the noise goes down, the new policy performs better. More importantly, as the magnitude of the noise increases, we find performance does not suddenly drop. These data support our hypothesis that accounting for lookahead uncertainty is extremely important and can be done well without a precise noise model.
B. Small Mesh Policy on Big (Refined) Mesh
Up until now, we optimized policies and plotted resulting performance using the same (d thr = 0.5) mesh. In this section, we keep optimizing on the coarse (d thr = 0.5) mesh, but we estimate performance using a bigger, more refined (d thr = 0.1) mesh, intended to better approximate the true system dynamics. As presented in Table II , the small mesh has 6,126 points, while the big mesh has 394,420 points, meaning the small mesh requires significantly lower computational cost in meshing process and policy optimization. Thus, quantifying and improving robustness to mesh size are important issues.
As before, we will assume the small (d thr = 0.5) mesh used to derive a policy is completely known. However, we will assume the larger, high-resolution mesh is not known during value iteration, thus it cannot be used while finding the policy. The larger mesh will be only used to estimate how well the small-mesh policy would work on the true system, i.e., it approximates how the policy behaves when substituted to (11) . Figure 4 is repeated for reference. This policy performs poorly due to the noise (bottom plot). However, as the middle plot shows, we can recover the loss greatly by using (39).
First, we need to explain how the small-mesh policy can be applied when the slope ahead, γ, may not be in the slope set, and/or state x may not be in the mesh. In these cases, we will apply the most basic idea: The controller will be picked assuming the slope ahead is s ∈ S closest to γ and the current state is y ∈ Y closest to x. So the policy now is
whereγ[n] is the noisy slope ahead information, and function c is as defined in (10) . In its general form, let us denote the big mesh by Y b , which is obtained from a slope set S b . Using this mesh, we can approximate how (42) would behave in the higher fidelity mesh.
The definition and calculation of T s remain the same, but this time Y b and S b will be used in obtaining it. Figure 6 shows the policy from the last section for reference (green-top plot). Comparing the purple and green curves in the figure we immediately note that there is a huge drop. We must once again refine our algorithm, this time to improve robustness to meshing discretization.
In our approach to fix this issue, we consider the following: While the actual state is y i , the robot thinks it is y k . To make this clear, we rewrite the value iteration algorithm.
Note that we only exchanged i with k, but this will make future notation easier to follow. The probability of 'thinkings is the slope ahead', 'thinking the state is y k ', and 'transitioning to y j when ζ is used' is
where P P ik is the probability of being at state y i when robot thinks the state is y k .
Finding the best calculation for P P is a question we want to answer in future work. However, it is intuitive that for a given state k (the robot thinks the state is y k ), P P ik should be smaller for i for which d(y i , y k ) is larger. In this paper, we try the following
where y i is the c th closest state to y k , and P C has the following form
In this work, we use λ c = 1 as the distribution parameter. These calculations result with the orange curve in Figure 6 (new policy). Figure 4 shown for reference. This policy performs poorly (bottom plot) on the denser mesh. However, as the middle two plot show, we can recover the loss greatly by using (44).
C. A Final Adjustment
It is important to note that robustness to slope and state information is somewhat similar in the following sense: If the slope ahead or the current state is different from what the robot thinks, it may end up at a different point than it estimated beforehand. So in both cases, the optimization tries to account for this ending up in a different state. Since the approach in (47) is only ad hoc, we will also try increasing the robustness to slope information to see whether this actually helps when evaluating MFPT on the big mesh. While optimizing policy, instead of a normal distribution for P S we assume a uniform distribution. Thus, we will optimize assuming the probability of having −7 • as the slope ahead is the same as the probability of having 2 • . This idea eliminates the need to choose both µ s and σ s for optimization. We also assume sensing noise is σ l = 3 (deg) and use λ c = 1/5 in (48) while optimizing to increase robustness. These adjustments do improve performance, as shown by the dark blue curve in Figure 6 (final policy). We also tested the performance of this "final policy" using both smaller and larger magnitude terrain noise than the nominal σ s = 1.5 assumption. Plots are not included, due to space limitations. However, when we test on terrain σ s = 1 and σ s = 2, we observe that the performance for the policy derived assuming σ s = 1.5 still gives near-optimal stability results for the actual terrain noise present.
D. Increasing Mesh Resolution for Slope Set, S b
We finally show what happens if the slope set is different for optimization than for the system under evaluation, i.e., S b = S. We now apply the final policy from Section VI-C on a new mesh obtained using d thr = 0.2, and
This new big mesh has 226,489 points, and plotting is done with σ s = 1.5, and σ l = 1. Figure 7 presents the results, where final policy from Figure 6 is shown for reference. We see that the policy is quite similar when the slope set is denser, which encourages us to think that the final policy would also yield similar performance when simulating the full dynamics (Eq. 1). Monte Carlo simulations are not a computationally practical means of verifying this prediction when MFPT is very high, which has motivated our testing methodology throughout, using more refined meshing. However, a Monte Carlo study was presented in [18] for smaller number of steps and fixed controllers.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present methods for capturing the approximate dynamics of a walking model using a tractable mesh size, and we develop and test approaches for deriving robust, near-optimal switching control. To illustrate, we consider an underactuated five-link (10-state) walker with noisy onestep lookahead information. Our results quantify the intuition that even a one-step lookahead on terrain improves walking stability significantly. However, it is important to also use the current state information to set the policy. Using only slope information yields poor performance.
To estimate the number of steps before falling, we mesh the step-to-step dynamics of the system. With the meshing technique explained in this paper, we were able to do this accurately using only around six thousand points.
After getting the mesh, we use value iteration to make use of qualitatively different controllers and maximize number of steps before falling. We highlight that use of only three such controllers on rough terrain improves stability significantly, compared with using any one; in fact, eliminating any one of the three degrades stability significantly. Our primary concern in this paper is to estimate how these policies would do in reality, on the true dynamic system. Thus, we focus on robustness. We were able to deal with both the effects of noise on slope information and of estimating MFPT on a big mesh using the policy obtained on a much smaller mesh. The drastic reduction in required mesh size in our work here (6,126 points, compared with over 139,000 in [19] ) provides an important step toward eventually applying these methods to improve the number of steps before falling of an actual robot dramatically.
VIII. APPLICABILITY AND FUTURE WORK
As illustrated in [18] , the step-to-step dynamics of a planar biped with one degree of underactuation fall on a set of quasi-2D surfaces as a result of switching among a set of low-level controllers, no matter how many DOF the actual robot has. This is the key concept that allows for high accuracy with a small number of mesh points. A more detailed explanation is outside the scope of this paper but is planned for future publication. Based on this, we argue that the methods of this paper are already applicable to higher dimensional robot models. As for experimental applicability, we anticipate that a mesh obtained via simulation can be updated on the fly to improve performance, although initial performance would certainly depend on the accuracy of the hybrid model and terrain assumption.
